Dorothy, like Ruth Fitter, knows and loves her flowers; Convem-and flowers respond to those who tend them with skill and twn of delight, and, like fair women, look the more radiant for love women and understanding.
Besides her poetry, Dorothy Wellesley has published a biography of Sir George Goldie. Writing of the difficulty of remembering the talk of her poet friends, she said, 'My book on Goldie was built up upon a young and ardent memory. I had only to speak with older people who knew Goldie (some twelve years later, after the book was published, my stepfather1 was one) to realise that my memory of him and his 'talk was accurate. But then Goldie had a wonderful gift, the gift Queen Elizabeth had: that of short incisive phrase. With Aristotle he believed that we should think like the wise man and speak like the people. But this was advice to poets, Goldie was a poet—and I believe him to have been the greatest man (taking all in all) that I have ever known.'
Again, like Ruth Fitter, Dorothy Wellesley's talk stirs with its wisdom and just perceptions. I understood Yeats when he said he could best talk with women, a somewhat vain thing to say, unless he include the women's part. But Yeats was self-centred; I wonder how much he saw, how much he heard of those with whom he sits. If Homer was blind, Yeats was short-sighted; nor is his ear quick to hear the lark or the nightingale, but rather mystic voices from within. A wonderful companion; but not many would have called him companionable!
After great periods of energy, artists and writers leave the broad highway, too encumbered with traffic, for unfrequented lanes, Of the nineteenth century and after', Yeats wrote:
Though the great song return no more There's keen delight in what we have: The rattle of pebbles on the shore Under the receding wave.
The time must come again when there will be a subject 1 Lord Scarborough, 253

